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“Good night Dia. Good night Tara!” Dada turns off the light.
Fliff! Swish!

What was that?
Tara looks at Dia.
Dia looks at Tara.
“Monster!”
Dia and Tara hide under their blanket.

“What are we going to do?” says Dia.
“Let’s scare it away,” Tara says.

“With a monster of our own,” says Dia. “The scarf-inator!”

“Who has a football head.”
“I think we scared it,” Tara says.

“Oh no, it’s getting up!” Dia hides.
“Quick, get your sheet,” Dia says. “We’ll make a sheet-osaur!”

“Where is the torch?” Tara asks.

Dia points at the street light.
“And I’ll use the torch to make a chair-acabra with my raincoat,” Dia says.

“Two monsters should scare it away,” Tara says. “Move the torch close. We’ll make chair-acabra bigger!”
Tara waves her hands under her sheet.
"What are you both doing?" Dada says.

"You are the monster?" Tara and Dia yell.

"What monster?"
Ha ha! Hoo hoo!
They all laugh and make shadow monsters.
Shadow Watching

When light shines on a solid object it creates a dark shape behind it. This dark shape is called a shadow.

Shadows change based on the light. If the light is close to the object, the shadow is bigger. If the light is far away, the shadow is smaller. The same object can cast two shadows if you shine more than one light on it!

Different objects make different kinds of shadows. Try making shadows using objects made of different things. Shine a torch on a glass of water, a book, or a net and look at how the shadows change.
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Tara and Dia are about to go to bed when they see something on the wall. A monster! Will the siblings be able to chase the monster away?

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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